INNOVATRICS ABIS

Biometrics, tailored

Fast and Accurate
Face Fingerprint Iris
Proven Track Record

GOVERNMENT
ENTERPRISE
LAW ENFORCEMENT

INNOVATRICS
YOUR BIOMETRIC PARTNER
Innovatrics ABIS

The Innovatrics Automated Biometric Identification System

Leveraging industry-leading technology, Innovatrics ABIS is aimed at system integrators and solution providers who require an easy-to-integrate, scalable, standards-compliant and high-performance biometric solution.

Key Advantages

- **Fast and Accurate**
  Top ranked in biometrics benchmarks

- **Proven Track Record**
  Successfully implemented in 80+ countries

- **Flexible Licensing**
  Licensing policies to suit the needs of each project

- **Scalable**
  Scales efficiently to meet increasing workloads or number of enrollees

- **Open Architecture**
  Easy to integrate into your existing environment

- **Digital Onboarding**
  Register and verify users via mobile or web application
GOVERNMENT ABIS

Comprehensive biometric people registration system for governmental applications and civil registries.

- IDs and Passports
- Social Security
- Elections
- Border Control
- Healthcare

ENTERPRISE ABIS

Attract new and retain existing customers through fast, safe, paperless onboarding and authentication.

- Risk Assessment
- Digital Onboarding
- Loyalty Programs
- Fraud Prevention

LAW ENFORCEMENT ABIS

Resolve criminal cases, identify suspects and secure borders using advanced technology and user-friendly interface.

- Criminal Investigation
- Field Identification
- Airport Security
Success Stories

Middle East – Government ABIS

**BORDER CONTROL**

This Middle Eastern country controls high-volume border crossings using a real-time biometric identification system.

- Full migration from legacy system in 3 weeks
- Short system response time reduces queues
- 24/7 operation with on-site support

Home Credit – Enterprise ABIS

**DIGITAL ONBOARDING AND IDENTITY VERIFICATION**

Demand for consumer loans in APAC is growing rapidly. Home Credit, a market leader, uses facial biometrics to digitally identify and verify new customers.

- Identity document capture and verification via Digital Onboarding Toolkit
- Preventing fraud through real-time duplicate check in ABIS database
- Fully automated digital onboarding via client mobile application

Indonesia – Law Enforcement ABIS

**CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION**

One of the biggest ABIS projects worldwide allows this government agency to find people in consolidated civil and criminal registries.

- Mobile devices allow real-time identification in the field
- Fast identification of natural disasters victims
- Enhancement of latent fingerprints collected from crime scenes